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Definition 1.2 {#FPar2}
--------------

(Kemperman \[[@CR4]\])
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The concept of NA was given by Joag-Dev and Proschan \[[@CR6]\], and the concept of NSD was introduced by Hu \[[@CR5]\], which was based on the class of superadditive functions. Hu \[[@CR5]\] gave an example illustrating that NSD random variables are not necessarily NA, and left an open problem whether NA random variables implies NSD. Christofides and Vaggelatou \[[@CR7]\] solved this open problem and showed that NA implies NSD. Thus, it is shown that NSD is much weaker than NA. Because of the wide application of NSD random variables, many authors have studied this concept and obtained some interesting results and applications. For example, we refer to \[[@CR8]--[@CR13]\]. Hence, it is of important significance to extend the limit properties of NA to the case of NSD random variables.

The concept of complete convergence was introduced by Hsu and Robbins \[[@CR14]\] as follows. A sequence of random variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$X_{n}\rightarrow\lambda$\end{document}$ almost surely (a.s.). Therefore, the complete convergence of random variables is a very important tool in establishing almost sure convergence. The first results concerning complete convergence for normed sums of random variables were due to Hsu and Robbins (1947) \[[@CR14]\] and Erdös (1949) \[[@CR15]\], and the obtained results have been extended in several directions by many authors. One can refer to \[[@CR16]--[@CR20]\], etc.

Recently, Cai \[[@CR1]\] obtained the following complete convergence result for weighted sums of NA random variables with identical distribution.

Theorem 1.1 {#FPar4}
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Sung \[[@CR2]\] extended the result of Cai \[[@CR1]\] under a much weaker moment condition and obtained the following strong convergence results.
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=============

Throughout this paper, *C* represents a generic positive constant whose value may change from one appearance to the next, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to prove our main results, we introduce the following lemmas.
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Main results and proofs {#Sec3}
=======================

Now we state and prove our main results.
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Remark 3.1 {#FPar14}
----------

In Theorem [3.1](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Theorem [3.2](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}, we use different methods from those of Sung \[[@CR2]\] and Chen and Sung \[[@CR3]\] to prove the results, and obtain some strong convergence results for weighted sums of NSD random variables without assumptions of identical distribution. The obtained theorems not only extend the corresponding results of Cai \[[@CR1]\] and Sung \[[@CR2]\] and Chen and Sung \[[@CR3]\] to the case of NSD random variables, but they also improve them.

Proof of Theorem [3.1](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar15}
-----------------------------------------------
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Proof of Theorem [3.2](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar16}
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Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

In this paper, we use different methods from those of Sung \[[@CR2]\] and Chen and Sung \[[@CR3]\] to prove the results, and we obtain some strong convergence results for weighted sums of NSD random variables without the assumption of an identical distribution. Our results extend and improve the corresponding ones of Cai \[[@CR1]\] and Sung \[[@CR2]\] and Chen and Sung \[[@CR3]\] to the case of NSD random variables.
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